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3 Claims. (C. 206-46) 
My invention relates to chewing gum packages. 
It has among its objects to provide animproved 

gun package and more particularly an improved 
package of an improved folded type adapted to 

5 be folded in an attractive and convenient form 
When the gum is shipped, offered for sale, or 
carried in the pocket, and to be opened after the 
manner of a Wallet to permit a gum stick to be 
Very Convenientiy removed, 

0. A further object of my invention is to provide 
Such an improved package having an improved 
double ended non-collapsible compartment struc 
ture adapted to retain its shape during shipment 
or display, or While carried in the pocket, and 

5. further, adapted to provide an improved attrac 
tive and convenient arrangement of the gum 
Sticks in a plurality of series of parallel sticks 
extending longitudinally of the package and in 
Such manner as to be very conveniently accessible 

20. When the package is. opened. 
A still further object of my invention is to 

provide Such an improved package having such 
inproved. Compartments and an improved non 
collapsible transverse flexible connection there 

25 between so that the package may be readily 
Opened after the manner of a wallet, with the 
package flexed backWard to dispose the gum 
Sticks on opposite sides of said transverse flexible 
portion at such an angle to one another as to 

30 permit ready removal of any selected stick by 
grasping the end of the stick adjacent the fiexible 
portion of the package. 

Still further objects of my invention are to 
provide Such an improved gun package which is . 

35 also adapted to retain the gum sticks securely 
therein and One Which Will further maintain its 
shape despite handling or the removal of one or 
more of the gum Sticks therefrom. Still another 
object. Of my invention is to produce such an im 

40 proved gun package Which While having the ad 
Wantages above set forth, is also adapted to be 
Very inexpensively produced. 
These and other objects and advantages of my 

improved construction Will however hereinafter 
45 more fully appear. 

In the accompanying dra Wing, I have ShoWn. 
for purposes of illustration one embodiment 
which my invention may assume in practice. 

In the drawing 
50. Figure 1 is a perspective view of this form of 

my improved Wallet type package as held open 
in the hand during the process of removing a 
gumstick therefrom; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view showing the package 
55 in closed position; 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the closed package 
shown in Figure2; 

Fig. 4 is a similar side elevation with the pack 
age laid outflat to show features of its con 
struction, and . . . . 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the package when 
disposed fiat as shown in Figure 4, to bring out 
other features of this construction. 

Referring to Figures 1 to 5, it will be noted 
that I there show my improved package as formed 0. 
from a single body or blank, generally indicated 
at B. This blank is preferably of rather thin 
cardboard and carries on opposite sides of a 
transverse flexible portion a plurality of longi 
tudinally spaced series of gum sticks, indicated 
at G, the Sticks in each series being arranged in 
parallel relation in the same plane and length 
Wise of the package. As shown, my improved 
package is also provided at its opposite ends with 
improved, non-collapsible gun stick retaining 20 
Compartment means, and With an improved 
transverse flexible connection between the series 
of gun sticks; all whereby it is made possible 
to produce my improved wallet type package 
openable into the position shown in Figure 1 and 
also adapted to be folded or closed to the position 
shown in Figure 2 during shipment or when on 
display or when carried in the pocket. 

Referring more particularly to my improved 
construction, it will be noted that the blank B 0. 
is tranSVerSeiy Scored on parallel lines at and 2, 
adjacent the renote ends of the two series of gun 

5. 

. Sticks, the distance betWeen the scorings i and 2 
being Substantially equal to the thickness of the 
sticks...Further, it will be noted that I provide is 
compartment forming portions 3 which extend 
from the scorings 2 over the adjacent ends of 
the gum sticks, these portions 3 herein being 
provided with clipped corners. Thus, the two 
portions 3 extend in opposite directions toward 40 
one another and form slots closed at their outer 
ends and opening toward the centeria which the 
remote extremities of the series of gum sticks are 
enclosed while the opposite ends of the sticks are 
so exposed as to be readily accessible. Further, 45. 
it will be noted that herein the gum sticks G are 
also disposed in Suitable tubular compartments or 

... sheath members a suitably attached by adhesive 
as at 5 to the upper face of oppositely extending . 
gun carrying portions 6 of the blank B, each of 50 
these portions being of Substantially the length 
and width of the series of gumsticks when the 
latter are laid close together as shown. Thus, 
the portions 3 connected to portions 6 by vertical 
end walls 7 between the parallel scoring lines ss. 
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2 
and 2, and also the tubular sheath members 4, 
provide compartment means in which the several 
gum Sticks are disposed and cooperate in effec 
tively retaining the sticks against loSS Or dis 
placement. Further, it will be noted that due 
to the scoring lines , 2, the end portions and 
portions 3, a Substantially non-collapsible Com 
partment structure is provided and One in Which 
the two members 3 may lie flat in engagement 
With One another in the closed position of the 
package Without causing gapping Or an angular 
disposition of either member 3. 

Intermediate the two series of gum sticks, I 
also provide transverse parallel scoring lines 8 
and 9 disposed on Opposite sides and equally 
Spaced from the transverse center line. As 
shown, these lines 8 and 9 are adjacent the adja 
Cent ends of the different Series of Sticks and 
are Spaced by an intermediate portion of the 
body B which is of Substantially the width of the 
Combined thickness of the two Series of gum 
sticks. Thus, it is not only made possible for the 
tWO gum carrying portions 6 to be folded from 
the position shown in Figures 4 and 5 to the po 
Sition shown in Figure 2. Wherein the two end 
members abut in Substantial parallelism, but also, 
by reason of the portion and the two portions 
, to produce the Substantially non-collapsible 

double ended flat lying package shown in Figure 
2 and having means at each end which resist 
Collapse. Moreover, it Will be noted that, due to 
the provision of the intermediate flexible por 
tion comprising the portion 9 connected by the 
Scoring lines 8 and 9 to the gum carrying por 
tions 6, it is also made possible for the package 
shown closed in Figures 2 and 3, to be opened 
after the manner of a Wallet and disposed in the 
position shown in Figure 1 whenever it is desired 
to remove a Stick. More particularly, the con 
Struction is Such that with the outer face of one 
portion 6 resting upon the fingers of, for exam 
ple, the left hand, as shown in that figure, the 
other portion is enabled to drop downward into 
the angular relation shown relative to the por 
tion S held in the hand, in such manner as thus 
to expose the adjacent ends of both series of 
gum Sticks G so that any selected one of the 
same may be very conveniently withdrawn from 
its sheath 8, as by the thumb and fingers of the 
right hand. Also of course it will be evident that 
When the package is so disposed, if the user 
Wishes to tear off any selected stick and wrapper 
as a unit, rather than pull the stick out of its 
Wrapper, this also may be very conveniently done. 
As a result of my improved construction, it is 

made possible to produce an improved and at 
tractive flat package wherein the gum is very 
compactly packed and Wherein gapping is elimi 
nated. Further, the construction is such that 
the package retains its shape and continues to 
perform its function even after the removal of 
one or more Sticks of gum, as distinguished from 
permitting the gum Sticks to be separated as in 
the usual gum package. Moreover, the package 
is very convenient in that it is readily opened 
and disposes the adjacent ends of all of the sticks 
so that they may be readily removed by With 
drawing the foil or paper Wrapped Sticks from the 
sheaths while leaving the atter attached to the 
package. Further, it Will be noted that due to 
the improved non-collapsible structure at the op 
posite ends of the folded package, a form of pack 
age is provided which is well adapted to stand 
handling, while my inproved compartment fortin 
ing means also effectually prevent the loss of 

2,192,472 
Sticks from the package. Attention is also di 
rected to the fact that since my improved pack 
age may be made from a single sheet of material, 
it may be very inexpensively produced, while the 
Structure is also Such as readily to lend itself 
to manufacturing and filling by automatic ma 
chinery. Attention is also directed to the fact 
that the Structure is such as to produce panels 
of Substantial size on each face of the package 
When closed, in Such manner as to provide at 
tractive advertising space, while of course the 
ability of the package to stand up under long 
continued carrying in the pocket also increases 
the advertising Value of the matter carried on 
the package. These and other advantages of my 
improved construction will, however, be clearly 
apparent to those skilled in the art. 

While. I have in this application specifically 
described one form which my invention may as 
Suine in practice, it will be understood that this 
form is chosen for purposes of illustration, and 
that the invention may be modified and embodied 
in other forms without departing from the spirit 
or the Scope of the appended claims. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

letters Fatent is: 
1. A package for holding a plurality of articles 

to be Selectively dispensed, including two article 
carrying portions foldable into closed position 
and having a transverse flexible portion there 
between, tubular article holding means secured 
in parallel relation to said article carrying por 
tions with their adjacent open ends toward and 
adjacent said flexible portion and closed thereby 
When Said package is closed, said article holding 
means being disposable between said article car 
rying portions when the latter are closed, said 
article carrying portions having flexible exten 
Sions at their ends remote from said foldable 
portion forming end closures for said article hold 
ing means at the open ends thereof remote from 
Said flexible portion and also forming flaps over 
lying portions of Said article holding means adja 
cent said last mentioned ends. 

2. A package for holding a plurality of articles 
to be Selectively dispensed including two article 
carrying portions foldable into closed position 
and having a flexible portion therebetween, a plu 
rality of tubular individual article holding sheath 
members attached to each of said article, carry 
ing portions longitudinally thereof with their 
adjacent Open ends toward said foldable portion 
and closed by the latter when the package is 
closed, and flap means on the free ends of said 
article carrying portions for closing the other 
Open ends of Said sheath members and having 
their extremities overlying each other and the 
adjacent portions of Said sheath members and 
disposed between the latter members when the 
package is closed. 

3. A gun package comprising a longitudinally 
extending member having longitudinally spaced 
Carrying portions each having secured thereto 
a plurality of tubular gum Stick receiving sheath 
members Secured in parallel relation longitudi 
nally thereof and having a transverse flexible 
portion therebetween transversely scored on par 
allei lines Spaced longitudinally by a distance 
Substantially equal to the thickness of two sheath 
members to permit closing of said package by 
folding said article carrying portions into overly 
ing parallel relation wherein said flexible portion 
forms a closure for the adjacent open ends of 
Said sheath members, said carrying portions also 
being transversely scored at their remote ends on 
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2,192,472 3 
parallel lines spaced by a distance substantially sheath members while exposing the portions 
equal to the thickness of a single sheath member thereof adjacent said flexible portion and en 
to form right angle closure portions for the re- gageable in substantially parallel relation when 
mote ends of said sheath members and having said package is closed. . 
end flap members beyond said second scoring TOM HUSTON. 
adapted to overlie the remote end portions of said 


